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Chapter 1 

3051 A.D. 

 Prince Daggen, brushes aside his short black hair and looks around his small room with 

dark darting eyes. Daggen adjusts his black uniform with white spades on the shoulders. For some 

reason he had always thought that his room at the Thean Academy of Military Studies would be 

larger in size with more than just a simple bed, dresser and space to work with a chair, table and 

screen on the wall. A small bathroom with a shower, sink and toilet is in the corner.    

 It is October of the year 3051 A.D. In his second month at the six-month Thean Academy, 

Daggen learned of the dangers of simply traveling in space, even exploration and especially the 

increased danger involved in space warfare. This seemed to concern some of his classmates, but 

Daggen thought that they should have considered these risks before they attended the academy to 

begin with. Perhaps air, land or sea duty is where they belonged, he thinks.  

 Daggen’s only goal is to command of one of the Empire of Demeter's elite space battle 

destroyers and he is willing to do whatever it took to achieve it. His greatest fear is falling behind 

in class rank and being assigned to an old battle cruiser with only escort duties or even worse, 

being sent to a freighter. Daggen knew very well that any failure at the academy would also be 

perfect reason for his father, Emperor Abstractio, to influence the space Admirilius Oriares, to 

send him to the freighters, where Daggen could accomplish little. At least he knew that his space 

fleet assignment was within his control, if he worked as hard as possible and achieved top grades.  

 Daggen presses the button next to the door in his room, opening it and walks down the 

brightly lit white hallway with blue stripes. He passes by other young men and women of the 

various empires and even some Theans, in their blue uniforms with vertical blue and white line 

patches on their shoulders. He thinks about how the first month of classes had gone and is pleased 
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enough with himself, since he is now ranked number four behind Prince Abariel of the Empire of 

Rhea, Cafon of the Diodinian empire and Gadamel of the Empire of Demeter. What bothers 

Daggen most is that Gadamel is from his own empire and that could be the difference between an 

assignment to an older battle cruiser or the newest 7,500 series Battle Destroyer. To him, 

everything matters, and everything is on the line. Perhaps it is Daggen’s intensity that irks his 

fellow male classmates, but he does not let that get to him. Being Prince of the Empire of Demeter 

does not help in terms of popularity either. However, in this short time he had already been 

promoted from 5th to 4th Lieutenant and this was important to him as he did it on his own accord.  

 The door to the classroom is open and the cadets file in one after another. Inside the 

classroom is a large screen at the front rows of tables with computer screens and fixed chairs on a 

descending floor. A number is assigned to each seat indicating class standing for that month. The 

Sage’s table is at the front of the classroom, but he is late as usual in arriving. Daggen sits down 

in seat number four and Gadamel sits down next to him in seat number three. Daggen has little 

interest in getting to know any of his competition and he keeps quiet, even though he is from the 

same empire as Gadamel. Daggen has few intentions of making friends at the academy, he is there 

for a reason.  

 Abariel, a large young somewhat handsome young man wearing a red uniform with white 

hearts on the shoulders moves towards the first seat. He gives Daggen a look of slight disdain as 

he walks by. The feeling is mutual Daggen thinks, but he is not one to let his emotions get the best 

of him. Daggen has a long fuse and he knows that was his best ally if there was to be any 

confrontation with Abariel, who is already gaining a reputation as hot tempered. The Rheans and 

Diodinians are the empire of Demeter's main rivals, so the fact that Abariel seems to be friends 

with Cafon, who shuffles by in his white uniform with red diamonds on the shoulders, is not much 

of a surprise to Daggen. He is aware of the history of alliances between the 4 empires as a prince, 

since this is all his father ever seems to talk about at obnoxious length. Daggen remembers learning 

first-hand about the treachery between the empires as he grew up, as he looks at Abariel and Cafon. 

 Princess Sagittaria is remarkably pretty with her dark hair, lovely eyes and slender figure. 

She wears the white uniform of the empire of Hades with black clubs on the shoulders. Sagittaria 

stands out among the other young women in the academy. Just looking at her you could tell that 

she really gave little concern to her rank, 5th Lieutenant, or even moving up for that matter. Instead 

her appearance is what apparently counted to her. Sagittaria was the kind of young lady most of 



the male cadets wished to be with or marry, if they had the chance, however she does not notice 

them. What she really wishes to accomplish at the academy seems entirely unclear to the cadets 

and only she knew, the perfect reasons to spur gossip among the other female cadets and raise the 

envy of the male cadets and for the cadet who would get to know her. Sagittaria takes her seat, in 

the second to last row.  

 The Humanities Sage, Nahoriel, strides down the walkway up to his table. I don’t like him, 

Daggen thinks to himself. He has a long unkempt beard and scraggly white hair down the side of 

his face and he does not seem to care much for the Thean uniform he wears, which can easily 

change to a new one. At least he could have the courtesy to keep neat and trim in his appearance, 

Daggen thinks, especially as he is teaching at the best military academy in the Taurus. Studying 

the Humanities is the only weakness, but this subject is important to my class ranking and I have- 

to take it seriously.  

 Nahoriel presses a button on a machine on his desk and a spade appears on the screen at 

the front of the classroom. Daggen knows that there is going to be a lecture about the Empire of 

Demeter. I don’t  mind it when the topic is the other empires, but now it is the Empire of Demeter 

and Nahoriel has been calling on cadets all along, Daggen thinks. The last time I was called to 

answer a question was in the very beginning of the last month and any mistake means a loss of a 

point. Perhaps it was planned by Nahoriel all along to try to catch me unprepared or too nervous 

to answer the question, as had happened to others in the class. I will never allow him to win that 

battle. Do not underestimate me, Daggen thinks, as he looks at Nahoriel.  

 “Today we discuss the civil side of the Empire of Demeter system of ruling. Now we know 

that the four Tauran empires, Hades, Demeter, Diodinian and Rhea are all ruled by royal families 

lead by an Emperor and Empress. However, each is ruled entirely differently.” Nahoriel says.  

 The words “Strong State” appear on the screen. Duhael, a Thean cadet presses his button 

by his screen and gives a slight smirk.   

 “Yes. What is it?” Asks Nahoriel. 

 “The Empire of Demeter is known for ruling as a strong state.” Says Duhael.  

 “Correct. Anything else to add?”Asks Nahoriel.  

 “The Demeterians are not equal to each other and are ruled that way.” Says Duhael.  

 “Also correct. How does this differ from the Thean Democracy?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 “Everyone is of the same social class no matter who they are.” Says Duhael.  



 “How is this compared to the Diodinian Empire?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 Cafon presses his button. 

 “Yes.” Says Nahoriel. 

 “The Diodinians are ruled in a moderate way.” Says Cafon. 

 “True. And the Empire of Rhea?” Asks Nahoriel. 

 Abariel presses his button. “Rheans respect the rights of the individual with freedom and 

equality for all.” Says Abariel. 

 “Correct. What about the Empire of Hades. How does Rhea compare?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 No one answers.  

 “Sagittaria. We have not heard from you yet this semester.” Sagittaria is looking inside a 

small black purse.  

 “Princess Sagittaria! We’re waiting.” Says Nahoriel. 

 Sagittaria looks up. “For what?” Asks Sagittaria. 

 “For an answer.” Says Nahoriel.  

 “That’s alright, I was listening.” Says Sagittaria.  

 “Well, we are all happy for that. Perhaps an answer to the question would be appropriate.” 

Says Nahoriel.  

 “My father Emperor Makhai rules the Empire of Hades.” Says Sagittaria.  

 “The question is not who but how.” Says Nahoriel. 

 “There is not much change in the Empire of the Hades.” Says Sagittaria.  

 “Half point deduction.” Says Nahoriel. 

 Sagittaria shrugs her shoulders as if she wanted to add more to her answer. She then looks 

inside her purse again and over at Daggen.  

 “Daggen, what about the TRK’s, how do they rule themselves?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 Daggen pauses for a moment having expected a different question.  “All that I know about 

the TRK’s is that they are tribal.” Says Daggen. 

 “That’s probably true as there is little known about how TRK’s rule themselves.” Says 

Nahoriel. 

 “While we have your attention, what is the nature of Demeterian law? Asks Nahoriel.  

 “Demeterian law is rigid.” Says Daggen. 



 “You know as well as I do that Demeterian law is more than just rigid Daggen,” Says 

Abariel looking over at Daggen. “The Empire of Demeter has little respect for the rights of those 

it rules.” 

 “Well Daggen, what is your reply?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 “The Empire of Demeter is not that tolerant of law breakers--” Says Daggen. 

 “Does that include TRK’s?” Asks Abariel. 

 “TRK’s are not Demeterians. What do they have to do with anything?” Asks Daggen. 

 “I know that, I am talking about your empire’s treatment of TRK prisoners. What about 

that?” Asks Abariel. 

 “You don’t have to live with TRK’s menacing freighters and lawful mining operations 

conducted within Demeterian and Hadian controlled territories.” Says Daggen.    

 “Stop. Both of you. That topic should be reserved for your Military Studies class.” Says 

Nahoriel.  

 “Well then, what is Thean law categorized as? Asks Nahoriel.   

 Abariel presses his button.  

 “Alright then.” Says Nahoriel.  

 “Theans are more lenient than we are in the Empire of Rhea.” Says Abariel.  

 “Yes.” Says Nahoriel.  

 “How about the Diodinian empire’s laws?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 Alia, a Diodinian cadet presses her button. “I know the answer to this question.” Says Alia. 

 “Go ahead.”  Says Nahoriel.  

 “We treat our people justly under our laws and we are known for this.” Says Alia.  

 “Correct. How about the Hadians?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 Gadamel presses his button. “They are considered less strict.” Says Gadamel.  

 “As compared to who?” Asks Nahoriel.  

 “Us.” Says Gadamel.  

 “Who is us? Asks Nahoriel.  

 “The Demeterians. Everyone knows that that you can have a good time without soldiers 

bothering you on Anteros.” Says Gadamel.  

 The cadets start to laugh but Daggen does not join in.  

 “What about Rhean law? Anyone other than Abariel” Asks Nahoriel.  



 Gadamel presses his button again. “This is your final answer today.” Says Nahoriel. 

 “Lenient.” Says Gadamel. 

 “True. The class is concluded.” Says Nahoriel. 

 Daggen walks away from his table quickly to avoid Abariel and sees Sagittaria seated 

towards the back section of the classroom. He does not think much about it. Sagittaria smiles at 

Daggen. She stands up before he can reach the door. Daggen politely waits for her to leave the 

classroom.  

 “Thank you for waiting. I’m Sagittaria.”   

 “You’re welcome. I’m Daggen.” 

 Abariel suddenly appears, trying to interrupt the conversation. Sagittaria glances at Abariel 

for a moment and continues out the door and down the hallway ignoring him. Daggen does not 

think much about it other than it seems typical for Abariel to be abrupt. Daggen walks out of the 

classroom and down the hallway in the direction of his room.  

 


